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Never Miss a Word.
The Smartpen Collection.

Choose your Smartpen
With the Livescribe 3 Smartpen and the Livescribe+ mobile app, simply write on 
paper and watch it instantly appear on a tablet or smartphone. With just a few taps 
of a finger, notes become more useful when they are tagged, organized, searchable, 
converted to text and used in all kinds of apps.

Livescribe 3 Smartpen

• Livescribe 3 Smartpen (Black & Chrome)

• Livescribe + Mobile App (Free Download)

• Livescribe Starter Notebook (50 sheets)

• 1 Tungsten-Carbide Ballpoint Ink  
Cartridge (Black, Medium)

• Micro USB Charging Cable

DSC# 39192   |   Vendor# APX-00016
Min 1   |   SRP $149.95   |   Cost $124.96

Livescribe 3 Smartpen Pro Edition 

• Livescribe 3 smartpen (Black & Dark Chrome)

• Livescribe + Mobile App (Free Download)

• Livescribe Journal (100 Sheets)

• Leather Smartpen Portfolio

• 2 Tungsten-Carbide Ballpoint Ink  
Cartridges  (Black, Medium)

• Micro USB Charging Cable

• One Year Evernote Premium Subscription ($45 
Value)

DSC# 43345   |   Vendor# APX-00017
Min 1   |   SRP $199.95   |   Cost $166.62

Echo Smartpen
Users hear, say, and write, while linking their audio recordings to their notes. Quickly replay 
audio from the Livescribe paper, a computer, or a mobile device—all with a simple tap on the 
handwritten notes. It’s never been easier to take notes and stay organized.

Includes: 2GB Echo Smartpen, Livescribe Connect Basic, Livescribe Desktop software, 
500MB of personal online storage, starter dot paper notebook, micro USB cable for charging 
and data transfer, Interactive Getting Started Guide, Smartpen Tips and Tricks, two ink 
cartridges, and one smartpen cap.

 DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
Echo 2GB Smartpen 98825 APX-00008 $119.95 $106.62

https://www.dstewart.com/livescribe-3-smartpen.html
https://www.dstewart.com/livescribe-3-pro-smartpen.html
https://www.dstewart.com/livescribe-echo-smartpen.html
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Get clean.
A movement against screen schmutz.

am Labs Mist
Anti-Schmutz all-in-one spray and microfiber cloth. Our products are 
designed to clean all screens without any problems. Refillable. Plastic 
cover in peggable packaging. Made for phones, laptops, and tablet 
screens. Streak-free. No alcohol or agressive chemicals. Contains 
10.5ml (0.36oz)—enough for 105 cleaning actions.             

Color DSC# Vendor#
Green 40707 am 85510-12
Blue 59402 am 85511-12
Orange 40708 am 85512-12
Pink 59405 am 85513-12
Grey 59408 am 85514-12

SRP $12.99   |   Cost $6.67

See it. Hear it. Rock it.
Illuminate your sound.

Neon Glow Earbud  
Headphones with Mic
Brighten up the night with Neon Glow. This pair of high-performance 
earphones features a flat, tangle-free cable that glows in the dark, 
making it perfect for nighttime activities. This product is great for 
joggers and bicyclists as the glow from the cable creates a distinct 
outline that is visible from a distance even at night, while the flat 
design prevents tangling. A built-in mic and remote allow for easy 
hands-free calling and music playback control. Neon Glow provides 
excellent sound quality and comes in five vivid colors.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Blue 55055 NEONGLOWSBL
Green 55056 NEONGLOWSGN
Orange 55057 NEONGLOWSOR
Pink 55058 NEONGLOWSPN
White 55059 NEONGLOWSWH

SRP $24.99   |   Cost $14.06

https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=am+labs+mist
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=neon+glow+headphones
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Minimalist Style  
with Maximum protection.

iGlaze for iPhone® 6
iGlaze safeguards an iPhone from everyday bumps, drops, and 
scratches. Its proprietary hybrid construction features a shock-
absorbing inner-shell bonded to a shatter-proof polycarbonate 
outer casing. The end result is a lightweight and durable case that 
preserves the original slim aesthetic of the iPhone. Available in 
various dual-tone colors as well as crystal clear, iGlaze offers the 
most form-fitting iPhone protection while remaining completely 
unobtrusive.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Blue 68529 99MO079501
Pink 68540 99MO079301
Purple 68541 99MO079411 

Min 1   |   SRP $30.00   |   Cost $12.05

iGlaze Armour for iPhone® 6
Clad an iPhone in lustrous elegance with Moshi’s iGlaze Armour 
hardshell case. Featuring a diamond-cut aluminum backplate 
and a shock-absorbing inner-shell, iGlaze Armour safeguards the 
iPhone while giving it a truly unique finish. A raised bezel protects 
the display when the iPhone is laid flat, and the volume and power 
buttons are fully-encased. If your customers are looking for a 
protective case that best preserves the iPhone’s sophisticated look 
and feel without adding bulk, then Moshi’s iGlaze Armour should be 
your top pick.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Silver 68542 99MO079201
Black 68543 99MO079021
Gold 68545 99MO079251

Min 1   |   SRP $40.00  |   Cost $20.24

https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=moshi
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Incase ICON Sleeves
Featuring TENSAERLITE  

ICON Sleeve
Size Color DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost

13in MacBook with Retina Black/Slate 66591 CL60516 $69.95  $35.87 

13in MacBook Pro with Retina Gray/Lumen 66593 CL60517 $69.95  $35.87 

Protect and personalize your MacBook® or iPad® in a stylish, 
durable, form-fitting sleeve. Designed for device security, 
lightweight impact absorption, and enhanced support, it’s 
made to protect devices – and ideas.

Made with Innovative TENSAERLITE Protection Technology
TENSAERLITE is a proprietary shock absorbing material that surrounds the  
laptop to protect its most vulnerable parts, the edges, from drops.

https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=incase+icon+sleeves
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Please visit www.dstewart.com to see the complete collection 
of JammyPack colors and styles.

Wearable Speakers.
Music on the Move.

let there be music.

Freedom Ringer
‘Merica might have gained her independence in 1776, but 
you didn’t gain your freedom until this firecracker liberated 
your hips...and all the peoples ears.

Jammyblank
Express yourself. This exciting slice of heaven is aptly named 
Blank. Get into it. Dye, paint, Sharpie, cut, tear, rip, stud, 
dazzle, dip your way to a masterpiece! The inconspicuous JP 
mark on lid is Glow in the Dark (or as the Chinese say:   
“Night Shiny”).

Trenchtown Utility
Not only was Trenchtown the birthplace of Rock Steady and 
Reggae, but it also raised the Legendary Bob Marley.  This 
bag is not only an Ode to Bob, but also the great state of 
ColoRADo!

Blackedout
BlackedOUT again! The original classic is back and as black  
as ever. Black faux ostrich outside. Blue inside. Black 
speakers, cords, zippers, and stitching. If it had eyes, they’d 
be black too!

https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=jammypack
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Creative Lifestyle Tech? 
Look No Further.

OnHand Slim Battery Pack
The Slim Battery Pack has a built in MFi Certified 
Lightning Charger or MicroUSB Charger and holds a 
massive 3000mAh charge allowing users to get nearly 2 
full charges on an iPhone® or other devices. An increased 
1.5amp charge is even faster than charging with most 
household outlets.    

Micro USB Connector
Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 68683 MUBLK-SBPOH
Silver 68684 8MUSLVR-SBPOH

Min 1   |   SRP $39.99   |   Cost $23.62
 
8-pin Lightning Connector
Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 68681 8BLK-SBPOH
Silver 68682 8SLVR-SBPOH

Min 1   |   SRP $44.99   |   Cost $26.45

OnHand Everlasting Nylon Cable
Extra long: 5 foot cable provides added length that 
everyone needs! Braided nylon: Adds strength and 
durability. Unique colors: Leave the white cables behind 
and always know which one is which. Sync and charge: 
Sync data and charge a device.

Micro USB Connector 
Color DSC# Vendor# 
Black 43572 MUBLKNCOH 
Blue  43573 MUBLUNCOH 
Green 43574 MUGRNNCOH

Min 1   |   SRP $14.99   |   Cost $7.95 

USB to 8-pin 
Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 43566 8BLK-NCOH 
Blue 43567 8BLU-NCOH 
Green 43568 8GRN-NCOH 
Red  68710 8REDNCOH
Pink  68709 8PNKNCOH

Min 1   |   SRP $19.99   |   Cost $10.94

The first-ever Charging Station Merchandisers: Your new must-have retail 
fixtures ship free from The Douglas Stewart Company.

• Create customer engagement with demo products

• Display essential accessories on its sleek design

• Drive in-store foot traffic with a free charging service

https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=onhand+charging+station+merchandiser
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=onhand+everlasting+cable
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=onhand+everlasting+cable
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Jot Pro Stylus
Sound dampening tip, engraved grip, precision disc, 
mobile clip, and works with all capactive touch screens.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 66576 ADJP3B
Silver 66577 ADJP3S

Min 1   |   SRP $29.99   |   Cost $18.66

Jot Mini Stylus
Precision disc, mobile clip, works with all capactive 
touch screens, and is ideal for mobile devices.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 66574 ADJM2B
Silver 66575 ADJM2S

Min 1   |   SRP $19.99   |   Cost $12.44

No More Finger Painting.
Immediate Accuracy on iPad® and iPhone®

Our classic styluses just got an upgrade. The Precision Disc ™ creates an exact contact point with the screen to write ex-
actly where you place it.  The cushion tip dampens screen contact for fluid, quiet writing.  The solid aluminum and steel 
body is built for quality feel and function.  Just touch Jot to any screen to start writing.   

Everything you need for Mac®, iPad®, iPod® and iPhone®

PROTECT CONNECT CHARGE CARRY

https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=adonit



